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We are bringing unparalleled experience in developing offshore wind to the Northeast

**Offshore Wind Pioneer**
Built the first offshore wind farm in the world, the first in the U.S. and developing the largest project portfolio in the country

**Global Leadership**
20+ years experience building offshore wind farms

**Proven Expertise**
25 successful offshore wind farms totalling 5.6GW capacity

**Energy Leader**
100+ year history of operation in Northeast
New England’s largest energy company

**Transmission Expertise**
Premier electric transmission developer

**Northeast Roots**
Deep-rooted knowledge of the region’s electrical system
Our JV Portfolio
Together, we have secured more than 1700 MW in the Northeast

Operational
- Block Island Wind Farm: 30MW to RI

Awarded
- Revolution Wind: 704MW to RI and CT
- South Fork Wind Farm: 130MW to Long Island
- Sunrise Wind: 880MW to NY

Under development
- Bay State Wind: proposed 800MW to MA
Most important considerations in scaling offshore wind in the Northeast

To maximize the potential of the offshore wind industry, we must take a long-term, strategic view of the market — not just on a project-by-project basis.

There are many important considerations but two are absolutely critical:

+ Taking stakeholder outreach seriously — engaging, discussing, understanding and adapting

+ Delivering on promises — to all stakeholders and partners — supply chain, local communities, customers, governments, etc.